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About this document

Document Details

Purpose This document is a whitepaper describing the usage of XL8 Skroll
Translation API to translate texts in various forms and file formats.

Intended
audience

A CIO or other senior technology stakeholders in an organization that
is about to adopt machine translation or to add XL8 Skroll as one of
the backend translation services for their system or platform.

Key
assumptions

The reader should have a high-level understanding of the concepts of
cloud APIs and how they can be invoked through the HTTP protocol
from their system or platform.
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Executive Summary
This whitepaper outlines how a user can use the set of APIs offered by XL8 Skroll, the
best machine translation service for media contents, in order to get texts translated
programmatically.

Background
XL8 Skroll is a cloud-based machine translation service that is specialized in translating
conversational texts such as chats, subtitles or dubbing scripts. Sentences in these
domains tend to have more of a casual form of conversations and are usually shorter in
length in contrast to other materials used for translations, such as documents or articles.

According to the evaluations performed by our clients in 2019, 2020, and 2021, XL8
Skroll has been absolutely the best in quality for translating media contents, compared
to any other top machine translation vendors available on the market.

Specification
The API specification document is available at: https://api-web.xl8.ai/skroll/spec.html.
While the specification document contains API endpoints not only for translations, but
also for additional and relevant features, this whitepaper focuses only on the core
translation workflow.

API Responses
Most of the Skroll APIs return a response in the following format for a successful
request.

{
“status”: 0,
…               // Contains more information for your request, e.g. a list of languages.

}

Meanwhile, an error response looks like the following. You can ask the XL8 dev team
(dev@xl8.ai) more details on the specific error by sharing the error_id value.

{
“status”: -1,
“error”: “Invalid Parameter Value: request_id”,
“error_id”: 21948283,
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}

Supported Languages
As of September, 2021, XL8 Skroll supports 54 language pairs, as shown in the table
below:

Source Language Target Language

English Arabic, Czech, Danish, Germany, Greek,
Finnish, French, Hebrew, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Malay, Burmese, Burmese Zawgyi, Dutch,
Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Brazilian
Portuguese, Romanian, Russian,
Swedish, Thai, Turkish, Vietnamese,
Chinese (Simplified), Chinese
(Traditional)

Chinese (Simplified/Traditional) English

Danish English, Finnish, Norwegian, Swedish

Dutch English

Finnish Danish, English, Norwegian, Swedish

French English

Korean English, Japanese, Thai, Chinese
(Simplified)

Norwegian Danish, English, Finnish, Swedish

Swedish Danish, English, Finnish, Norwegian

Thai English

There is an API endpoint that returns all the language pairs currently supported by XL8
Skroll.
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Language Codes
XL8 Skroll follows the ISO 639-1 language codes, which is typically represented as a
two letter code, indicating a language, with the following special notes for some
languages:

Language Note

Chinese As Chinese has two major distinctive
scripts, Skroll uses script names
according to ISO 15924 to distinguish
them from each other. zh-Hant indicates
Traditional Chinese and zh-Hans denotes
Simplified Chinese, respectively.

Norwegian Skroll supports the Norwegian language
code, no, according to the ISO 639-1
language code. While Norwegian has two
written standards, Bokmål (nb) and
Nynorsk (nn), Bokmål is the one used by
the majority and therefore selecting the
target language to no will translate the
input sentences to Bokmål.

Portuguese Portuguese (pt) has a variation spoken in
Brazil (pt-BR). Skroll supports both and
treats them distinctly.

Spanish Spanish has a variation spoken in the
South American and Spain region. Skroll
treats them the same with one language
code, es.

Workflows
In this section, we describe how Skroll APIs get used for translating with different
purposes.
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File Translations and Text Translations
Skroll APIs currently support two translation modes: Text Translations and File
Translations. Each of the two modes comes with a dedicated API endpoint. Whereas
the two APIs look similar, the workflow for each mode differs from each other.

The text translation is the simplest way to translate texts with a single API call. There is
a limit of a maximum 4,000 characters that can be embedded within this API request.

On the other hand, there are file translations. Please refer to an example that illustrates
this mode. First, it starts with an API call to get a pre-signed url to which the file can be
uploaded. Then, a file in the source language gets uploaded to the pre-signed URL to
be translated into the target language. This file can be a JSON file or in any of the
following subtitle formats: PAC, SCC, SRT, TTML, WEBVTT, XIF, and STL. The JSON
file is in the following format:

{
“sentences”: [
“example sentence 1”, “example sentence 2”, …, “example sentence N”

]
}

Then, the file translation endpoint gets called to request the translation of the uploaded
file.

Both the translation APIs for texts and the one for files have a common, optional
parameter, callback_url. If presented, the callback_url gets called when the requested
translation gets completed. When callback_url is not present in the request, the user
would probably like to poll the results periodically, e.g. every 5 seconds, through the
status API for texts or the one for files until it’s complete. The JSON response to
callback_url or the response to the polling API are commonly in the following format:

{
"sentences": [
“translated example sentence 1”,
“translated example sentence 2”,
…,
“translated example sentence N”

],
"source_language": SOURCE_LANG_CODE,
"target_language": TARGET_LANG_CODE,
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"request_id": THE_ORIGINAL_REQUEST_ID,
"status": 1

}

Real-time vs Batch
By default, the XL8 Skroll API runs in the batch mode. The batch mode API call is
non-blocking. The API call returns 200 as soon as the request was accepted by the
service. It later delivers the results to the callback url if it was present in the request. You
may asynchronously check the status or get the translation result using another API
endpoint.

Calling the API in the real time mode has been in the Beta service. If you want to use or
test a real time mode for a specific language pair, please contact XL8 at dev@xl8.ai.

Upcoming Features
In 2021 Q3, XL8 plans to release a major update in the translation API set, which will be
100% backward compatible while adding more features to further accelerate the
innovations in the translation area. Stay Tuned!

Contact
If you have any questions regarding this document or in general XL8 Skroll, please feel
free to send an email to contact@xl8.ai.
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